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'Stock Wars’: The Return of the Dividend; 5 Aussie tech
stocks to consider. 

A short time ago in a galaxy very, very close, a pandemic called COVID-19 swept through our globe
and spread economic devastation as quickly as it spread its mutant germs. Governments and
banks pulled out their green ($$$) lightsabers to battle the Vader-like virus. I firmly have faith in the
return of normality and know that, over time, our capital gains and our dividends will be restored.
Believe in the force of capitalism! 

    Sincerely,

 
  Peter Switzer
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‘Stock Wars’: The Return of the Dividend
by Peter Switzer

 
Whenever I do my homework on dividends (which
is pretty considerable as I have the Switzer Dividend
Growth (SWTZ) fund), I never pressure test the
possible yield during an extreme occurrence such as
a pandemic and economic lock down. 

To misuse the great line from the Robert Frost
poem The Road Not Taken: “We took the road less
travelled by and that has made all the difference!”,
because of the pandemic, we’ve gone down an
economic road that’s never been trod before in our
lifetime. And this has led to a very different outcome
for dividends, even compared to the GFC. 

The difference hasn’t been positive for the very good
businesses many of us invest in. We never expected
these businesses would face closures for about 12
weeks and then another quarter after that, where
listed companies will have to cope with stressed
business and consumers trying to embrace normalcy
again. 

This Coronavirus crash of stock markets and the
global economy (as well our own) will create cautious
consumers and business investors. 

Many businesses will right-size their staff to suit the
recession-like environment, for at least the June and
September quarters, which will smash revenue, and
profits, as it has already done to stock prices. 

But as the old Annie song goes the “sun will come
out tomorrow, so you better hold on until
tomorrow…” 

And that’s what your investment approach has to be
for 2020. It’s what drove Tony Featherstone to
recommend the banks last week. He knows they
won’t rebound terrifically in the short term as they
deal with a slowing economy, deferred loans, debt

defaults and bankruptcies. But they will eventually
rebound as the economy does so. The RBA and the
IMF have predicted around a 7% collapse of growth
in 2020 but a rebound of 6% plus for 2021. 

If/when that happens, bank share prices will pick up
and the dividend will gradually reflect that. But you’ll
have to be patient ahead of the ‘sun’ coming out for
better dividends. 

I wrote about whether banks are a buy in my article
for Switzer Daily
today: 
https://switzer.com.au/the-experts/peter-switzer/is-it-ti
me-to-buy-bank-shares-2/ 

Let’s look at the CBA during the GFC. Its share price
was around $28 in December 2008, when the stock
market was getting close to its crash low. One year
before it was a $60 stock! 

On last year’s dividend, anyone who bought in at $28
was on a 15.3% yield before franking. And with
franking, we’re talking over 20%! This is the big
appeal of buying historically great dividend-payers
when they encounter a crappy crash of the stock
market. 

In 2008, CBA paid a dividend of $2.66. It was cut in
2009 to $2.28 but grew to $3.02 in 2010. By 2011, it
was $3.25. It was the rebound of the economy and
the stock market that made all this dividend rebound
possible. 

So you might feel bad about dividends this year but
by 2021 your dividend-life will improve. And it should
keep on doing so, provided the world can keep this
Coronavirus recession from turning into a depression.
US economist Mark Zandi defines a depression as a
period where unemployment is 10% plus for over a
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year. The longer it lasts, then it gets to be called a
Great Depression, which I don’t think has a ghost of
a chance of happening. 

Why? First up, there was no depression after the
Spanish flu, where 50 million people died. And the
calibre of macroeconomic policy management is
miles better than the stupidity that prevailed in the
1930s. 

If you’re investing to harvest dividends to live off,
then you should have squirrelled away the great
dividends of last year, which were ‘gifted’ to us as a
consequence of Bill Shorten’s anti-franking credits
policy. The public company response to unload their
credits as special and bigger dividends meant my
SWTZ had a total return of 18.87% and a yield of
8.05%. And with franking, the yield jumped to
11.49%. 

But that was then. This is now. And my team says the
dividend-destruction and deferments mean we could
see our income harvested by the fund shrink to 2.7%
after fees. Meanwhile my portfolio manager, Shawn
Burns, has done a franking credit assessment and
says his conservative view is that we’ll come in with
a yield of 3.8%. That’s a huge drop but provided the
economy rebounds as the RBA and IMF have
predicted, we could see our stock market go higher.
The history of the Australian stock market coming out
of a crash is a 30% to 80% comeback. And while you
can’t rely on the past, if there is some numerical and
psychological connection to how we panic and sell-off
when a crash happens and then rush to buy when the
worst looks to be over, then I expect SWTZ to climb
over 2021 as the 30 plus stocks in its portfolio rise. 

Shawn points out that CSL has been a yield-killer
for us but it has been a growth-giver to the fund and
is now 7% of a fund purely because of its share price
gains in recent years. 

The smarties who believed in the fund and bought at
$1.68 on March 23 have already gained 19%. This
demonstrates the important rule of investing: the best
time to buy dividend-paying stocks is when the
market is mad, bad and dangerously panicking. 

Long-term investors have a competitive advantage
i.e. we don’t have to impress anyone like

shareholders or investors in the short term so we can
remain level-headed and greedy for reliable
dividend-payers that could underpay in the short term
but overpay in the long term. 

This is the gospel according to SWITZ. 

P.S.: We didn’t ask the ASX to give us the ticker
code SWTZ, which is my nickname minus an ‘I’, but
we were really happy when it came along by
happenstance! 

Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regard to your
circumstances. 
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Should you invest in the four major share
purchase plans closing in the next week?
by Paul Rickard

 
Over the next 10 days, share purchase plans (SPPs)
for the NAB, Ramsay Health Care, Lend Lease and
Newcrest will close. Raising in excess of $1 billion
from the retail market, shareholders face a binary
choice: to participate and stump up the cash, or to
throw the offer document in the bin. 

The share purchase plans follow placements to
institutional investors and are structured in
accordance with the ASX listing rules. They have the
following common features: 

Allow retail shareholders to subscribe for up to
$30,000 of new shares; 
Shares are priced at the lesser of:
a) The institutional placement price; or
b) The weighted average trading price of the
company’s shares on the ASX in the five
days leading up to the SPP close, less a
further discount of 2%;
Fixed (initial) offer size; 
Available in fixed application amounts:
$1,000; $2,500; $5,000; $7,500; $10,000;
$15,000; $20,000; $25,000; or $30,000; 
Close on a nominated date/time; 
Payment in full required, usually by BPay (no
application form required); 
Directors usually reserve the right to increase
or decrease the offer size, and apply a
scale-back on the terms they think appropriate
in the event of over-subscription; 
New shares commence trading on the ASX
about 7 days after the offer closes; 
Only Australian and New Zealand resident
shareholders can apply; and 
Participation is entirely voluntary. 

Here is our view on what to do. 

1. National Australia Bank (NAB)

Offer size: $500m 

Offer price: No higher than $14.15 

Closes:  5.00pm, Friday 22 May 

NAB’s SPP follows an institutional placement
of $3 billion held in late April to boost NAB’s capital
position. Together, the initiatives will take NAB’s CET
1 (Common Equity Tier 1) ratio to 11.20%,
comfortably above APRA’s “unquestionably strong”
benchmark of 10.50%. 

Like other major banks, NAB has been hit by the
COVID-19 pandemic and booked a charge in the half
year ending 31 March of $807m to provide for future
losses. Overall, credit impairment charges increased
by 158.6% to $1,161m, with cash profit falling by
51.4% to $1,436m. Profit before large and notable
items (including a write-down of capitalised software)
was $2,471m, down 24.6%. NAB reduced its interim
dividend from 83c per share to 30c per share. 

If you have the cash and are comfortable in
increasing your exposure to the banks, we support
participating as: 

The maximum issue price of $14.15 is 8.5%
lower than the current market price of $15.46
(as at 15/5/20); 
Traditionally, investing in bank shares at a
discount to book value has been a sound
strategy. NAB’s adjusted book value at 31
March (adjusted for the $3 billion institutional
placement) was $17.13 – the subscription
price is thus 82.6% of book value; 
According to consensus estimates (source:
FN Arena), the major brokers have a target
price for NAB of $18.28 per share. It is trading
on a multiple (PE or Price Earnings ratio) of
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13.3 times forecast FY20 earnings, but only
10.6 times forecast FY21 earnings; 
The brokers forecast total dividends of 68.3c
for FY20 (30c has already been paid) and
100.6c for FY21. At $14.15, this puts the stock
on a prospective yield of 7.1%; and 
New CEO Ross McEwan is in the driver’s
seat at NAB and over the next few years,
should improve NAB’s competitive position
and standing with customers. 

The major risk for NAB is that the impact of
COVID-19 (bad debts, fees forgone, reduction in
lending volumes) is materially worse than the Bank
has provided for, resulting in lower cash profits or
even a net loss. In a worst-case scenario, the Bank
needs to raise more capital to remain solvent. 

The offer size of $500m could be insufficient to meet
expected investor demand. While the Board can (and
may) increase the size, a scale back of applications is
the most likely scenario. The Board has said that if a
scale back is applied, it may have regard to your
pro-rata shareholding of existing NAB shares (that is,
if you own more NAB shares, you may get a bigger
allocation than a shareholder who owns fewer
shares). 

2. Ramsay Health Care (RHC) 

Offer size: $200m 

Offer price: No higher than $56 

Closes:  5pm, Wednesday 20 May 

The purpose of the capital raisings is to strengthen
the balance sheet and provide Ramsay 

with increased financial flexibility. The SPP follows a
$1.2bn institutional placement at 

$56.00 per share. 

Ramsay has been hit by the Covid-19 pandemic with
non-urgent surgery (and associated hospital
visitations) ceased in its major operating regions. It is
making its facilities and capabilities available to
support public health systems in the global response
to COVID-19. 

In addition to strengthening the balance sheet
through these capital raisings, Ramsay has
suspended the payment of ordinary dividends and is
limiting or deferring discretionary expenditure and
capex. 

In regards to the SPP, we support participating as: 

 The maximum issue price of $56.00 is 12.7%
lower than the current market price of $64.13
(as at 15/5/20); 
Ramsay is the leading private hospital
operator in Australia, France and
Scandinavia, and over many years,
Management has a demonstrated a strong
track record in growing the company and
delivering for shareholders; 

According to consensus estimates (source:
FN Arena), the major brokers have a target
price for RHC of $64.20 per share. It is trading
on a multiple (PE or Price Earnings ratio) of
33.7 times forecast FY20 earnings and 31.4
times FY21 earnings, and while these are
high, they are not out of line with historic
multiples that RHC has traded at; and 
Governments are easing restrictions, with an
early return to some elective surgery in
Australia. 

While RHC should be considered as a “long term
investment”, the major risk to Ramsay in the short
term is that Covid-19 delays the further easing of
restrictions on private surgery, and/or a second wave
of infections causes restrictions to be re-applied,
placing further financial pressure on the company.
There is also a strategic risk developing from
Governments’ more active involvement in the health
care system, which could increase support for
nationalisation or increased regulation of private
hospitals. 

3. Lend Lease (LLC) 

Offer size: $200m 

Offer price: No higher than $9.80 

Closes:  5.pm, Tuesday, 26 May 
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Lend Lease surprised some market participants when
it announced a $950m institutional placement at
$9.80 per share. To strengthen its balance sheet and
support future growth, it will have $3.95bn of liquidity
(cash and committed undrawn bank facilities)
post completion and anticipates a gearing ratio of
10% to 15% at 30 June. 

It hasn’t yet determined whether a final dividend will
be paid from Lend Lease Corporation but expects to
pay a final distribution from Lend Lease Trust. 

The company says that it has a development pipeline
of $112bn, and it is continuing to deploy its core
strategy of an integrated business model in targeted
gateway cities. It will continue to increase the group’s
exposure to investments and funds under
management. 

Supporting participation in the SPP are: 

The maximum issue price of $9.80 is 12.0%
lower than the current market price of $11.14
(as at 15/5/20); 
According to consensus estimates (source:
FN Arena), the major brokers have a target
price for LLC of $15.89, 62% higher than the
SPP price. It is trading on a multiple (PE or
Price Earnings ratio) of 10.7 times forecast
FY20 earnings and 11.3  times forecast FY21
earnings.  

With so much of the development and construction
portfolio located outside Australia, Lend Lease is a
challenging company to get a strong feel for. The
brokers are positive on Lend Lease (mostly buy or
outperform ratings), while the market is a little more
circumspect. Our inclination is to pass on this SPP (or
to sell on the ASX to buy back in the SPP  – see
below). 

4. Newcrest Mining (NCM)

Offer size: $100m 

Offer price: No higher than $25.60 

Closes:  5pm, Wednesday 27 May 

Unlike the other companies above, Covid-19 is not

the reason for the capital raise. Rather, Newcrest is
raising capital to purchase the Fruta del Norte
financing facilities and to fund future growth options.
Fruta del Norte is a gold mine in Ecuador that
Newcrest has a 32% equity share. 

A $1.0bn institutional placement representing about
5.1% of Newcrest’s existing capital was completed at
$25.60 per share. US$460m (approx. A$720m) is
being used to purchase the financing facilities, which
will give Newcrest an economic exposure to approx.
400,000 ounces of gold from the Fruta del Norte mine
between 2020 and 2026. 

Analysts largely welcomed the deal, considering it to
be “accretive” and “fair value”. 

Investing in Newcrest, Australia’s leading gold miner
by market capitalisation, is for the gold bulls as it is a
leveraged form of taking exposure to the metal. The
gold price has been steadily rising, supported by
record low interest rates and money supply
expansion as Central Banks effectively
“print” money. 

Additionally:  

The maximum issue price of $25.60 is 15.3%
lower than the current market price of $30.23
(as at 15/5/20); 
According to consensus estimates (source:
FN Arena), the major brokers have a target
price for NCM of $28.57. (It should be noted,
however, that target price forecasts for gold
companies are highly dependent on the
underlying gold price forecast). 

Another option 

If you don’t want to increase your exposure or don’t
have the cash, another way to play SPPs is to sell
some or all of your shares on the ASX in advance of
the closing date, and then replace those sold shares
at a lower price in the SPP. This is a higher risk
strategy and requires a bit of “guessing” as to the
extent of overall shareholder interest and the
possibility and materiality of any scale-back. 

Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
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needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regard to your
circumstances. 
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5 Aussie tech stocks to consider
by James Dunn

 
The launch of the S&P/ASX All Technology index –
the mooted “Australian Nasdaq” – ran headlong into
the COVID-19 Crash in February, with the new index
falling 4% on its first day, on its way to a 42% fall by
23 March. 

But the tech index has rebounded by 57% since then,
outperforming the broader market. 

The new index recognises the growing importance of
technology shares to the Australian market and is
likely to become a closely–watched gauge. 

This is particularly so for investors looking for growth.
Some of the star stocks of the S&P/ASX All Tech
index are global leaders in their field, and with growth
constrained across much of the rest of the market,
offer a pathway that is not readily available in the rest
of the market. The major problem for investors,
though, is the eye-watering price/earnings (P/E) ratios
being asked, to participate in that growth. 

This is a big problem for Australian investors – they
simply are not used to paying P/Es above 30
times–40 times, and it goes against everything
they’ve been told. But if they want exposure to major
tech leaders, that’s what they have to do. 

The solution for many will be to buy an
exchange-traded fund (ETF) like
the BetaShares Australian Technology ETF
(ASX: ATEC), which aims to track the performance of
the new S&P/ASX All Technology Index, or the ETFS
Morningstar Global Technology ETF (ASX: TECH),
which tracks a global portfolio of technology leaders
that have a competitive advantage over other
companies (the Morningstar Developed Markets
Technology Moat Focus Index). But other investors
will still want to go stock-by-stock. 

Here are 5 of my favourite tech stocks. (* =
constituent of the S&P/ASX All Technology Index) 

1. Appen* (APX, $28.81)

Market capitalisation: $3.5 billion 

Analysts’ consensus valuation: $30.22 (Thomson
Reuters), $29.47 (FN Arena) 

Three-year total return: 123.1% a year 

Appen is a true global leader in the development of
high-quality, human annotated datasets for machine
learning and artificial intelligence (AI). It creates the
data that goes into the machine learning models of
many of the biggest tech companies in the world.
Mid-April, the company told investors that it still
expects full-year underlying earnings before interest,
tax, depreciation and amortisation (EBITDA) to be in
the range of $125 million–$130 million, which would
mean growth of at least 24% over prior year EBITDA.
Appen is benefiting from the weaker A$ – most of its
income is received in US$ – and it has a reasonably
strong balance sheet, with cash resources of more
than $100 million. It has not been greatly affected by
COVID-19, given that most of its “crowd” of workers
already work at home, and more are becoming
available. Demand for its services from many leading
tech giants has been growing very strongly in recent
years and this trend shows no signs of abating. APX
is shockingly expensive on traditional views of P/Es –
it trades at more than 70 times last year’s earnings
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and 46 times this year’s expected earnings. But I
think it should be a core holding – the long-term need
for training data for use in AI, and all of the
applications that AI goes into, is colossal. Appen is a
small dividend payer, but that is not the reason to
own this stock. 

2. Altium* (ALU, $35.49)

Market capitalisation: $4.6 billion 

Analysts’ consensus valuation: $36.98 (Thomson
Reuters), $36.42 (FN Arena) 

Three-year total return: 62% a year 

Electronic printed circuit board (PCB) design software
company Altium is also one of the ASX’s genuine
global tech stars – and it has the P/E to go with that
status, at 63 times historical FY19 earnings and 64
times expected FY20 earnings. Specialising in PCB
design software means that Altium’s products are
deeply embedded in the profound technological shifts
that society and business are experiencing, in the rise
of forces such as cloud computing, big data, artificial
intelligence (AI) and 5G. The PCB is at the heart of
the burgeoning use of “smart” connected devices in
everyday life – Altium says it is “committed to
achieve market leadership to the point of being the
dominant provider of PCB design software by 2025.”
The trend that the company is riding doesn’t look like
slowing down over the next few decades – it’s what
professional investors call a “secular” trend. Like
Appen, there is a tiny yield situation in Altium, but
that’s not why you hold it. 

3. Electro Optic Systems Holdings (EOS, $4.73)

Market capitalisation: $625 million 

Analysts’ consensus valuation: n/a 

Three-year total return: 12.9% a year 

The Covid-19 Crash has more than halved the EOS
share price – that’s great for investors.  

EOS is an Australian technology company that
develops advanced electro-optic technologies for the
global defence and aerospace markets – the
company has manufacturing operations in Australia,
the UAE, USA and Singapore, and has struck
strategic partnerships with some of the world’s
largest aerospace and defence companies including
Northrop Grumman, Hanwha and Hyundai. US giant
Northrop Grumman holds about 5% of the stock. 

EOS exports more than 95% of its production. The
company’s two biggest markets at present are
remote weapon systems (RWS), which allow users to
deploy existing weapons with the gunner located
remotely from the weapon to avoid casualties from
returned fire: EOS effectively invented this product
class under various US Army contracts from 1993,
and has recently re-invented the product with new
technology.  From this base, it has developed
counter-unmanned aircraft systems (CUAS) products
– for which, read “anti-drone” systems. 

The company was expecting to boost revenue and
EBIT (earnings before interest and tax) by up to 70%
this year – it had more than $250 million worth of
defence products ready to be delivered – but the
Covid-19 quarantines and lockdowns have battered
this plan. Normal deliveries are now expected to
commence around September. EOS has reduced its
2020 guidance from 70% growth from 2019 to
25% growth and has raised $134 million in the
meantime. EOS is tech exporter that has a very good
niche – and the halving of the share price works for
new investors. However, the company might need to
convince President Trump that imported defence
products are OK, if they come from a long-term ally. 
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4. Audinate Group* (AD8, $5.71)

Market capitalisation: $374 million 

Analysts’ consensus valuation: n/a 

Three-year total return: 12.9% a year 

Digital audio-visual networking technologies provider
Audinate is also a lot cheaper now than at the start of
the year – $5.71 compared to $9 – and if investors
can get over the fact that they could have bought it for
$2.51 in March, they should lick their lips at that.
Audinate has an outstanding technology called
Dante, an audio-over-internet protocol (IP) networking
solution, under which it has patented the way that
audio-visual (AV) systems are connected and
transport media over standard IT networks. A who’s
who of audio-visual companies have licensed Dante
and incorporated it as a networking AV standard.
Dante has become a global leader and used
extensively in the professional live sound, commercial
installation, broadcast, public address, and recording
industries. The Covid-19 downturn saw Audinate
withdraw its revenue growth guidance in April, but the
company remains fairly strongly positioned to
withstand significant changes in sector and economic
conditions, with about $30 million in cash on hand at
31 March 2020, and no debt. Audinate is another
Australian tech stock that is well-known around the
world, but not so much by investors. 

5. RPMGlobal (RUL, 94 cents)

Market capitalisation: $211 million 

Analysts’ consensus valuation: n/a 

Three-year total return: 14.9% a year 

Australia’s core economic strength of mining is not
just about digging up rock and extracting minerals:
the services that have built up around the industry are
also world-class. RPMGlobal is testament to that:
virtually wherever mining is conducted around the
world, miners use RPMGlobal’s suite of
state-of-the-art enterprise software technology
packages, such as HAULSIM (its mining simulation
product), MinVu (shift manager software), the XPAC
Solutions scheduling tool, the Underground Metals
Solution (UGMS) mine planning optimiser and the
Truck and Loader Productivity and Cost calculator
(TALPAC) 3D truck haulage simulation software. Not
only are these products very highly regarded for their
effectiveness, RUL is right in the sweet spot of the
laser-like focus that mining companies have on their
costs and productivity – they are looking to control
fully all of the aspects of their business that they can
control, and RUL’s products allow them to do this.
RUL has sold products in more than 125 countries. 

In FY19, total contracted value (TCV) from
subscription licences sold was $10.3 million, up 505%
on FY18, while annual recurring revenue (ARR) from
subscription licences was $4.3 million, up 230%. In
April, RUL told the stock market that TCV for FY20
was already running at $30 million a year, while ARR
was running at $12.8 million a year. This is
impressive growth, in a specialised tech sector. 

Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regard to your
circumstances. 
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Buy, Hold, Sell – What the Brokers Say
by Rudi Filapek-Vandyck

 
As the share market effectively moves sideways,
through a lot of volatility, stockbroker changes in
ratings for ASX-listed stocks stay fairly
balanced between upgrades and downgrades. 

For the week ending Friday, 15 May 2020, FNArena
registered 15 upgrades and 16 downgrades. 

As a direct result, total Buy (and equivalent)
recommendations for Australian stocks by the seven
stockbrokers monitored daily has thus far failed to
break above 50% of total stock recommendations. 

As at Friday, the net breakdown in percentages
stands at 49.46% in Buy recommendations, with
Neutral/Holds representing 41.66% and the remaining
8.88% in Sell ratings. 

Equally noteworthy, only two of the seven
stockbrokers – Citi and Morgans – carry more Buy
ratings than Neutral/Holds. 

Two of the week’s upgrades did not move beyond
Neutral/Hold, and both went to CSR post results
release. 

Pretty much all of the fresh Buy ratings went to stocks
that have thus far lagged the strong share market
recovery, including Suncorp, Stockland, BHP Group,
and Charter Hall. 

Among the downgrades, one sole Sell rating went to
AusNet Services whose results update included a
future cut to the dividend. 

Here the field looks a lot more diverse, with laggards
such as Ainsworth Gaming and the aforementioned
CSR still receiving a downgrade on disappointing
market updates. 

REA Group and AusNet Services were the sole
recipients of two downgrades during the week. 

The week revealed a few bright spots in terms of
positive revisions to valuations and price targets, and
they remain few and far between. 

The number of positive revisions to earnings
estimates is noticeably growing, with Xero
commanding the week’s top spot, but the damage
done on the opposite side is many times over greater
in size. 

Out-of-season reporting season continues in the
week ahead, while trade wars and domestic politics
remain in focus for investors seemingly looking for
firm direction. 

In the good books 

BHP GROUP (BHP) was upgraded to Buy from
Neutral by UBS B/H/S: 7/0/0 

UBS observes the stock has declined -20% since
February because of the pandemic and the
breakdown of the OPEC negotiations which have
affected oil prices. Yet, UBS assesses the company
is in a strong position and should be able to return
surplus cash to shareholders at a time when other
more traditional dividend-paying stocks cannot.
Rating is upgraded to Buy from Neutral and the target
reduced to $38 from $39. Meanwhile, the easing of
lockdown restrictions across Europe and the US is a
positive and the broker flags the fact India opening
up will mean coal imports resume. 
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CHARTER HALL GROUP (CHC) was upgraded to
Accumulate from Hold by Ord Minnett B/H/S:
4/2/0 

Ord Minnett’s medium to long term outlook on Charter
Hall Group is mostly unchanged despite covid-19.
With a weighted average lease expiry (WALE) of
8.9-years and annual rent increases of 3.5%, the
broker considers the portfolio as one the least-risky
and most defensive among REITs. The broker
estimates a three-year EPS compound annual growth
rate (CAGR) of 8% while assets under management
(AUM) for FY21 are forecasted at $38.9bn and
expected to rise to $57bn by FY25. Rating upgraded
to Accumulate from Hold with target price increased
to $9 from $8.40. 

GPT GROUP (GPT) was upgraded to Buy from
Neutral by Citi B/H/S: 5/0/1 

Falling market rents have caused Citi to lower office
income forecasts. While Sydney and Melbourne
entered the pandemic restrictions in a strong position,
with rents near historical highs and vacancies at their
lows, economic conditions have deteriorated. The
broker believes the pandemic will significantly
accelerate the structural tailwinds that have driven the
strong performance of industrial property and the
increase in e-commerce is likely to be sustained. Citi

currently forecasts office asset values to decline more
than -15% while industrial asset values could hold up
relatively well. GPT’s rating is upgraded to Buy from
Neutral as the stock appears attractive to the broker,
given relatively low gearing. Target is reduced to
$4.49 from $6.17. 

INTEGRAL DIAGNOSTICS LIMITED (IDX) was
upgraded to Buy from Accumulate by Ord
Minnett B/H/S: 4/1/0 

Integral Diagnostics has experienced a material
decline in volumes in April which are only just
beginning to recover, given Australasian success in
controlling the pandemic outbreak. In the event the
restrictions continue to be unwound, Ord Minnett
expects volumes will recover incrementally.
Meanwhile the fundamental drivers of industry growth
remain intact and the broker upgrades to a Buy rating
from Accumulate. Target is reduced to $4.07 from
$4.58. 

JAMES HARDIE INDUSTRIES N.V. (JHX) was
upgraded to Outperform from Neutral by Credit
Suisse B/H/S: 6/0/0 

US reports signal to Credit Suisse there was a -20%
US market decline in April yet the outlook is
improving. The broker observes James Hardie has
re-established market share gains, validating the
success of its commercial strategy. The broker also
notes the downside scenario is diminishing as end
markets stabilise. Rating is upgraded to Outperform
from Neutral and the target raised to $26.90 from
$21.50. 

STOCKLAND (SGP) was upgraded to Outperform
from Neutral by Credit Suisse B/H/S: 2/3/1 

The company has provided no certainty over the
quantum of deferrals or abatements within the
commercial tenant portfolio. Hence, earnings
uncertainty continues, although Credit Suisse
suggests this applies to most A-REITs. The broker
lowers rental income estimates and also believes it
may be a stretch to hit the company’s original FY20
target of over 5200 residential settlement lots.
FY20-22 estimates are downgraded and the target is
reduced to $3.56 from $4.97. Still, the land bank and
relatively strong balance sheet mean Stockland is
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well-positioned and considered an undervalued asset
play, and the rating is upgraded to Outperform from
Neutral. 

In the not-so-good books 

AINSWORTH GAME TECHNOLOGY LIMITED (AGI)
was downgraded to Neutral from Outperform by
Macquarie B/H/S: 0/1/1 

Macquarie expects reduced demand over the
medium term across all geographies. The company’s
largest exposure is outright sales which have
traditionally accounted for more than 70% of revenue.
However, buyers have constrained budgets at
present. The broker considers it fortunate Ainsworth
Game is conservatively positioned financially.
Estimates are materially reduced and the broker
downgrades to Neutral from Outperform. Target is
lowered to $0.50 from $0.80. 

 

ALTIUM LIMITED (ALU) was downgraded to
Neutral from Buy by UBS B/H/S: 2/2/0 

The pandemic lockdowns are affecting the company
to a greater extent than UBS previously expected for
the North American and European business. Small
business customers are preserving cash and this is

affecting sales conversions in the seasonally
strongest months of May and June. In response, the
company has accelerated its online sales functionality
and launched discounted pricing. The discounting is
expected to be a driver of lower revenue over the
short term. UBS downgrades to Neutral from Buy and
the target is reduced to $37 from $37.50. 

AUSNET SERVICES (AST) was downgraded to
Neutral from Buy by UBS B/H/S: 1/3/2 

Underlying net profit in FY20 beat UBS estimates.
The broker estimates the current pandemic relief
package reduces FY21 revenue by around -1.5%.
However, the bigger issue arises from the recent rule
change proposed by the regulator to extend retailer
payment terms to networks to six months, from 10
days. This could strain FY21 working capital if applied
in Victoria. With credit metrics under pressure until
capital is raised, UBS downgrades to Neutral from
Buy. Target is raised to $1.90 from $1.85. 

DEXUS PROPERTY GROUP (DXS) was
downgraded to Neutral from Buy by Citi B/H/S:
4/2/0 

Falling market rents have caused Citi to lower office
income forecasts. While Sydney and Melbourne
entered the pandemic restrictions in a strong position,
with rents near historical highs and vacancies at their
lows, economic conditions have deteriorated. The
broker believes the pandemic will significantly
accelerate the structural tailwinds that have driven the
strong performance of industrial property and the
increase in e-commerce is likely to be sustained. Citi
currently forecasts office asset values to decline more
than -15% while industrial asset values could hold up
relatively well. Dexus Property is downgraded to
Neutral from Buy as falling office values are
considered a headwind. Target is reduced to $9.44
from $14.47. 

KOGAN.COM LTD (KGN) was downgraded to
Neutral from Outperform by Credit Suisse B/H/S:
0/2/0 

Sales growth accelerated in April and, while
marketing expenses remain high, profit was likely
supported by Marketplace sales and reduced
price competition, Credit Suisse notes. The broker is
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comfortable holding the stock for now following a
period of strong share price performance and
downgrades to Neutral from Outperform. Target is
raised to $8.36 from $6.64. 

OIL SEARCH LIMITED (OSH) was downgraded to
Hold from Add by Morgans B/H/S: 2/4/0 

Morgans notes Australian oil & gas stocks are pricing
in a rapid V-shaped recovery in oil prices that is
looking increasingly unlikely. Global supply may be
curtailed (beyond OPEC+) but demand will remain
weak for some time even as lockdowns are lifted. The
broker does not see consumption reaching 2019
levels before 2022. Oil Search downgraded to Hold
from Add. Target falls to $2.82 from $3.55. 

SANTOS LIMITED (STO) was downgraded to Hold
from Add by Morgans B/H/S: 4/2/0 

Morgans notes Australian oil & gas stocks are pricing
in a rapid V-shaped recovery in oil prices that is
looking increasingly unlikely. Global supply may be
curtailed (beyond OPEC-plus) but demand will remain
weak for some time even as lockdowns are lifted. The
broker does not see consumption reaching 2019
levels before 2022. Santos downgraded to Hold from
Add. Target falls to $4.29 from $4.72. 

WOODSIDE PETROLEUM LIMITED (WPL) was
downgraded to Hold from Add by Morgans B/H/S:
4/3/0 

Morgans notes Australian oil & gas stocks are pricing
in a rapid V-shaped recovery in oil prices that is
looking increasingly unlikely. Global supply may be
curtailed (beyond OPEC-plus) but demand will remain
weak for some time even as lockdowns are lifted. The
broker does not see consumption reaching 2019
levels before 2022. Woodside Petroleum downgraded
to Hold from Add. Target falls to $22.56 from $26.23. 

XERO LIMITED (XRO) was downgraded to Neutral
from Outperform by Macquarie B/H/S: 2/2/1 

FY20 results revealed the company is executing well,
although Macquarie notes the pandemic is creating
uncertainty over the short term. The main challenge is
to drive subscriber business in Australasia to join the
broader platform and this is likely to be difficult, given

the pandemic. Still, the broker notes the business is
in the early stages of growth in an industry with
structural tailwinds. Rating is downgraded to Neutral
from Outperform and the target is lowered to $75
from $80.50. 

Earnings forecast 

Listed below are the companies that have had their
forecast current year earnings raised or lowered by
the brokers last week. The qualification is that the
stock must be covered by at least two brokers. The
table shows the previous forecast on an earnings per
share basis, the new forecast, and the percentage
change. 

 

The above was compiled from reports on FNArena.
The FNArena database tabulates the views of seven
major Australian and international stockbrokers: Citi,
Credit Suisse, Macquarie, Morgan Stanley, Morgans,
Ord Minnett and UBS. 

Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regard to your
circumstances. 
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